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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the computational complexity of the capacitated
lot size problem with a particular cost structure that is likely to be used
in practical settings. For the single item case new properties are introduced,
classes of problems solvable by polynomial time algorithms are i.dentified,
and efficient solution procedures are given. We show that special classes
are N-hard, and that the problem with two items and independent setups is
NP-hard under conditions similar to those where the single item problem is
easy. Topics for further research are discussed in the last section,
On leave from INPE, Brazil. Research partially supported by the Conselho
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1. INTRODUCTION
We first consider the problem of determining an optimal production plan
for a single product under capacity constraints. In section four we extend
the discussion to the multiple item case.
The single product can be seen as an aggregate product representing a
family of items. This problem, although simplistic in nature, is useful in
particular settings and its analysis is likely to provide a better understanding
of more complex production planning models. The single product capacitated
problem can be written as follows:
T
(P) v(P) m in Z [st6(Xt) + Pt(Xt) + ht(It)]
t=l t t t t t
s.t. It1 + Xt It. d tal,2,...,T
Xt < Ct t-l,2, .... ,T
1 if X > 0
6(Xt) 8 t=l,2,. .. T
I t, X 0 t=,2,...,T.
Xt, It, Ct, dt, and st denote respectively for period t, the production
quantity, the ending inventory, the capacity available, the demand, and the
setup cost. The first two quantities are decision variables and the last
three are given parameters. I is the initial inventory. The functions Pt(Xt)
and ht(It) represent the continuous component of the production cost and the
holding cost incurred in period t.
The computational complexity of problem (P) has attracted the attention
of several researchers in recent years. In an insightful paper Florian,
Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [3] have shown that problem (P) is NP-hard for quite
general objective functions. They have also provided a brief introduction
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to computational complexity theory. The terminology that we use in this
paper conforms to their introduction. The readers are referred to Garey
and Johnson [4] for a comprehensive discussion of computational complexity
theory. Baker, Dixon, Magazine, and Silver [1] devised an 0(2T ) algorithm
to solve problem (P) for the case where the functions pt() and ht() are
linear and do not depend on t. The computational results they provide suggest
that the algorithm is quite effective. Florian and Klein [2] have shown that
when the cost function is concave and the capacities are constant over time,
problem (P) can be solved by a polynomial algorithm of (T4 ). Love [6]
provided an (T3) algorithm to solve the single product lot size problem with
piecewise concave cost and upper bounds on inventories rather than on production.
Pseudopolynomial algorithms can be obtained by dynamic programming as
discussed in [3]. The uncapacitated version of problem (P) has been extensively
analyzed under a variety of conditions by several authors including Zangwill
[11], Veinott [9], and Wagner and Whitin [10]. In particular, Wagner and
Whitin provided an O(T2) algorithm. We do not expand on these references
since they have been extensively discussed in the literature [3], [8], [5],
and [7].
In this paper we address issues of computational complexity of the capa-
citated lot size problem for the cases where the continuous components of the
production and holding costs are linear. The resulting cost functions are
concave. These cost structures represent satisfactorily the cost functions
encountered in many practical settings and are frequently adopted in the
literature. In particular, the non-increasing cost that we often assume,
arises in practice due to discount factor effects.
For future reference we indicate the assumptions and notation used
throughout the paper.
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Assumptions
- Pt(Xt) = tX t t=l,2,...,T
ht(I t ) = htIt t=1,2,..., T
v t and ht are given nonnegative parameters.
- The demands dt and capacities Ct , t=l,2,...,T, are non-negative integers.
- Without loss of generality, we assume that the initial inventory I is
equal to zero.
Notation
Let F denote the feasible set of problem (P) and let (X,I) denote a
2T-vector (Xt,It), t=1,2,...,T, of production and inventory levels for a
generic feasible solution. In order to classify the special families or
classes of problem (P), we introduce the following notation a/6/y/6, where
a, B, y, and 6 specify respectively a special structure for the setup costs,
holding costs, production costs, and capacities. a, , y, 6 will be taken
equal to the following letters: G, C, ND, NI, Z if the parameter under
consideration is assumed over time to follow no prespecified pattern, be
constant, non-decreasing, non-increasing, and have value zero. For example,
the notation NI/ND/C/G indicates the family of problems (P) where, over time,
the setup sequence st is non-increasing, the unit holding costs ht are non-
decreasing, the unit production costs vt are constant, and the set of capacities
Ct are not restricted to any prespecified pattern. It is usoful to point
out that if a family is NP-hard, its subfamilies need not be NP-hard. Ho;:ever,
if a family is solvable by a polynomial algorithm, its subfamilies are also
solvable by a polynomial algorithm. Whenever possible we have avoided, for
the benefit of clarity, the use of excessive algebra in the proofs. We believe
that the reader will have no difficulty in filling the possible gaps in the
mathematical development.
;'IBVI*sr-o·.iararr___________
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The plan of this paper is as follows. In section two we introduce new
properties of problem (P) and summarize known results that are used in subse-
quent developments. In particular, we show that in the absence of a satis-
factory forecast, a problem in the class NI/G/NI/ND can be partitioned in two
subprograms that when solved independently have a total cost that differs
from the optimal cost, by a value not larger than the maximum setup cost.
In section three we discuss classes of problem (P) that are polynomial and
provide an (T4) algorithm to solve the class NI/G/NI/ND. When specialized
for the family NI/G/NI/C it reduces to an (T3) algorithm. In section four,
we identify NP-hard classes and show that the two item problem with independent
setups is NP-hard under conditions similar to those where the single item
problem is polynomial. In the section on conclusions and topics for further
research, we discuss classes that have not yet been classified as either
polynomial or NP-hard.
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2. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CAPACITATED LOT SIZE PROBLEM
In this section we present new results for problem (P) and summarize
known properties that will be used in the subsequent development.
Baker, Dixon, Magazine, and Silver [1] provided a property
of optimal solutions of the family G/C/C/G. We Prdsent in the next proposition
an extension of their result. It will be used in Proposition 2.4.
Proposition 2.1: For feasible problems of the family G/G/NI/G there is an
optimal solution (X,I) satisfying the conditions
It_lXt(Ct-Xt) - tl,2,...,T
Another important property that plays a central role in the development of
algorithms to solve problem (P) when the objective function is concave is
given by Florian and Klein [2]. It characterizes the extreme points of F.
Proposition 2.2 ([2]): A plan (X,I) is an extreme point of F if and only if it
can be partitioned into a sequence of subplans with the following properties:
i) The ending inventory is strictly positive in every period, except the
last where it is zero, and
ii) The production is either zero or at full capacity in every period
except in at most one.
In section three we exploit Proposition 2.2 to derive a polynomial algorithm
for the class NI/G/NI/ND.
The following equivalent representation of problem (P) will simplify
our development. Although we prove the result for the cost structure
assumed in this paper, it holds for more general objective functions.
11_·__1___1_1_1__11__·1__1_ _
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Proposition 2.3: If problem (P) is feasible, It can be rewritten as an
equivalent capacitated lot size problem where in each period the demand is
not greater than the capacity.
Proof: For every (X,I) feasible in F, define (X',I'), t,2,...,T, as
t+t
max (0, E (d -C)l and
O T=..,T -t 1=t
t Xt
Since (X,I) is feasible in F,
t+T
It-l = max {0, (d -C,)}
T=O,...,T-t q=t
and consequently,
I' > O and X' > Ot-l t 
Consider,
I' + X - I't-l t t max
T-1,... T-t
max
T-O,...,T-t
Ct + max
T=,...,T-t
max
T1, ... T-t
dt
t+T
{o, E
L't+l
(dQ-CI) } -
t+t
{0, Z (d&-C,)} =
-=t
t+t
{O, Z
-t+l
(d,-C) } -
From (2.1), dt > O and dt
in the objective function
< C t. Substituting Xt,I t as a function of X,I'
we obtain
t+l
{ t-dt, Z (d Cg) 
2=t+l
(2.1)
4 * *t
t-1,2, ... ,T.
------ ------- 1-11-11.1 -- - - . - -- -. 11-1- - - 1- 
-"- -,- -,- -- -1-1  - , -  -- _ I - ------ -  -- --l- -1-1. . 
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T t+r
E {s 6(X ) + +(Xt h + max [0, Z (d -C,1)}
T T t+T
z {st6(X ) v t + h t + z h max [0, Z (dz-Ct)]
t=l t l t = ,...,T-t X~t+l
The new objective function differs from the original one by a constant. ZZ
The transformation of (P) as a problem having demands not larger than
capacities, in every period, can be made in O(T) operations. In what follows,
we assume, without loss of generality, that every problem (P) has this
property. We also point out that the original problem is infeasible if and
only if the transformed version has a negative initial inventory.
Proposition 2.4: For problems in NI/G/NI/ND there is at least one optimal
solution (Xt,It), t=1,2,...,T, satisfying the property:
It 1 < dt for every t such that It Xt > O . (2.2)
Proof: Let (X,I) be an optimal solution satisfying Proposition 2.1. Assume
that for some t
It lXt > O and Itl _ dt
Let t be the first period after t with no production. Since dt C,
t-1,2,...,T, such period exists because otherwise IT would be strictly posi-
tive. In this case, we obtain a solution not worse than (X,I) by producing
in period t instead of period t. Consequently any optimal extreme point
solution of NI/G/NI/ND can be transformed into an optimal solution satisfying
the proposition. ;77
Corollary 2.1: For problems in NI/G/NI/ND there is an optimal solution with
iligl 
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the property that there is no production in periods of zero demand.
Proof: Parallels the proof of Proposition 2.4.
In many practical situations, it may not be possible to solve problems
NI/G/NI/ND. The reason is that the demand data may not be available, or even
forecastable with reasonable accuracy, for the whole planning horizon T. In
these instances we may want to partition the problem into smaller horizon problems.
First solve one with T1 periods and at time T1+1, solve a second problem with
T-T1 periods. This procedure implicitly assumes that the second problem is
feasible with zero initial inventory. Although there will probably be a loss
in optimality, the next proposition shows that it might not be severe.
Proposition 2.5: Let (P) NI/G/NI/ND. Let (P1) and (P2) be a partitionof CP)
where (P1) corresponds to the first T1 periods and (P2) to the last T2 T-T1
periods. Assume that (P2) is feasible with zero initial inventory. Then, the
optimal values v(P), v(Pl), and v(P2) relate as follows
v(P) < v(Pl) + v(P2) < v(P) + sT +1
1
The proof of this result is given in the Appendix.
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3. POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHMS
In this section we derive algorithms that run in polynomial time for
special cases of the single product capacitated production problem. We show
that the class of problems NI/G/NI/ND, NI/G/NI/C, C/Z/C/G, and ND/Z/ND/NI
can be solved by algorithms that run respectively in O(T4), O(T3), O(T log T)
and O(T).
Consider problem
v
(P uv E -min [st6(Xt) + Pt(Xt) + ht(It)](uv ) EUv t=u+l
I - I -- O
u v
It > 0 tu+l,... ,v-
It1 +X - I = dt t-u+l,...,v
Xt = Ct or X t t-u+2, ... ,v
° sfu+el (U+1l
(X,I) satisfies (2.2) (3.1)
Problem (P) can be solved by using the recursions:
f - O
(3.2)
fv r in {f + E} v-1,2,...,T
0<u<v
where f is the optimal value of problem (P) with T - v. There are T(T+)
subproblems (Puv) and the recursions (3.2) can be carried out in O(T2) time.
Problems (PUv) are inspired by the characterization of extreme points
given in Proposition 2.2 and the existence of an optimal solution for the
class NI/G/NIIND with the property expressed in (2.2), Note that for problems
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in G/G/NI/G, by Proposition 2.1, it is sufficient to consider extreme points
with subplans as given in Proposition 2.2 with ii) stated as "The production
is either zero or at full capacity in every period except the first." Florian
and Klein [2], Florian, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan [3], and Love [6] have
explored a related problem to (P ) to derive algorithms for the classes of
problems they have studied.
Let IPv (q)] be the problem derived from (PUv) by letting
u+- d +q Cu+1 for some q > 0, qeR.u+l USl u+1
Proposition 3.1: If [P uv(q)] is feasible, it has a unique optimal solution.
The proof of the proposition follows from the fact that [P u(q)] may have at
most one feasible solution.
The solution to [Puv(q)], if it exists, can be constructed by producing
at full capacity at every period t > u+l where the incoming inventory is
smaller than the demand. This procedure is an 0(v-u) algorithm.
An (T 4) Algorithm to solve NI/G/NI/ND
The algorithm we propose is based on the recursions (3.2). A critical
step is the solution of problems (Pv).
For a given problem (P v), only the production of the first period can
be positive and smaller than the capacity (without loss of generality we assume
dU+l > 0 and we concentrate on integer solutions). Therefore, we must consi-
der implicitly or explicitly all values d+ l + q for q=l1,2,...,C +l-du+l. As
we show below, the number of different values of q that need to be examined
is of 0[(v-u-) 2 ].
The algorithm is as follows. Start with ql, i.e., X +1 d +1 and
construct a solution satisfying Proposition 2.4, that is, produce as late as
I
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possible. Whenever production occurs at a period t > u+l, produce at capa-
city. For every q considered we shall generate a plan for problem (PUv)
according to the rule just described. Although these plans may be infeasible
(if [P v(q)] is infeasible) we compute them for reference purposes. Assume
that we should produce in period t. If Itll were larger, we could avoid
setting up in period tl. The amount needed to avoid this set up is
Atl dtl -Itl At each period where a set up is incurred, we compute
the quantity At which is the smallest increase in q that would push the
set up to a later period. If A(q) denotes the minimum of the At's, the
next production to be considered at period u+l is
Xu+1 = dU+1 + q + A(q) (3.3)
i.e., the new value of q is q + A(q). Plans having a production quantity in
period u+l between du+l+q and d u++q+A(q) need not be examined because they
will not alter the periods where production occurs, and will only increase
the holding cost and in particular the value of Iv
With the new value of X+l given by (3.3) we repeat the process. After
having considered all possible values of q we select among the feasible plans,
if any, the one with minimum cost. This plan solves (P v).
In order to obtain an upper bound on the number of possible values of
q that the algorithm may compute for each (PUv) we observe that for each new
increment A(q) considered, at least one set up is shifted to a later period.
Thus, in the worst case, each set up is moved to a later period at most
v-u-l times. Therefore, the number of plans that we need to compute is
v-u-1
bounded by Z i, i.e. O[(v-u) 2]. The algorithm described to solve a given
i-l
problem (PUv) is of O[(v-u)2] x O(v-u) - [(v-u)3] since it takes a run time
of O(v-u) to compute the plan for each q.
This algorithm combinedwith the recursions (3.2) runs in (T5) time,
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there are (T2) problems (PUv), and the recursions run in time O(T2).
However, we can reduce the run time to O(T') if we observe that when we solve
(P v) we are at the same time solving (Puv,) for all u < v' < v. Thus, we
should compute (PiT), then (PT),...,(PT ). Therefore all (Puv)'s can be
solved in [T + (T-l)3 + ... + 1] O(T4) time. Since the dynamic recursion
runs in time (T2) the algorithm to solve NI/G/NI/ND will run in time
o(T4 ) + O(T 2 ) = (T4 ).
Therefore
Proposition 3.2: There is an (T4) algorithm to solve the class NI/G/NI/ND.
Corollary 3.1: There is an (T3) algorithm to solve the class NI/G/NI/C.
Proof: In the previous algorithm there is a unique value of q that needs to
be considered for each (PUv). More specifically, q is the remainder of the
division of the demands in problem (Pu) and the constant capacity C.
We conclude this section by providing polynomial algorithms for two other
classes of problem (P).
Proposition 3.3: There is an 0(T log T) algorithm to solve the class C/Z/C/G.
Proof: Since the production costs are constant we can eliminate them from
the problem. Therefore, we are left with the set up costs only. An O(T log T)
algorithm can be devised by producing at the periods of largest capacity.
At every period t, if the entering inventory is smaller than the demand
dt, we have to consider for production periods 1,2,...,t and select the
one with largest capacity not yet scheduled for production.
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Proposition 3.4: There is an O(T) algorithm t solve the class ND/Z/ND/NI.
Proof: The reader will have no difficulty in verifying that an O(T) algorithm
can be obtained by producing in the first periods as much as possible to
satisfy the future demand. gm4
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4. NP-HARD CASES
Florian, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan [3] have shown that several general
families of problem (P) are NP-hard. In what follows we first show that some
less general families, i.e., families with particular cost structures, also
are NP-hard. We conclude this section proving that for the multiple item
problem with independent setups the polynomial cases discussed for problem
(P), are NP-hard.
Proposition 4.1: The following classes are NP-hard:
a) C/Z/NI/NI
b) C/Z/ND/ND
c) ND/Z/Z/ND
d) NI/Z/Z/NI
e) C/G/z/NI
f) C/C/ND/NI
Proof: The proof of cases a) to d) parallel the proof of Proposition 1 in [3]
by conveniently ordering the elements in the knapsack and/or taking the setup
costs equal to capacities in every period. Period zero of Proposition 1 in
[3] must be deleted and the demand pattern redefined.
The proof of e) is obtained by showing that each problem in the class
C/Z/NI/NI can be written as an equivalent problem belonging to the class
C/G/Z/NI. Consider an instance of problem (P) in the class C/Z/NI/NI, witL
parameters st = s, ht = 0, Vt, Ct, and dt, t=1,2,...,T. The objective function
of problem (P) expressed in terms of the inventory variables is
T T-1 T
sS(d t+I t-I )+ Z (vt-v t+l)I + vTIT + vtdt -VlI (4.1)
t=l 'tl t=l
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By leeing h = vt-vt+l and h = vT in (4.1), we obtain the objective function
of an equivalent problem in C/G/Z/NI. Since the h, t,...,T are non-negative,
by the assumption that the vt are nonincreasing, it follows that the class
C/G/Z/NI is NP-hard.
We prove case f) by showing that any instance of C/Z/NI/NI can be trans-
formed into an equivalent instance of C/C/ND/NI. We first observe that
t
substituting Z (X -dT)+I for It in the objective function shows that any
T=1
instance of C/C/ND/NI, with parameters v and ht=h', t=l,...,T is equivalent
to a problem (P') with zero holding costs, the same setup costs, and production
costs given by
vt v- + (T-t+l)h' t=l,...,T (4.2)t t
Thus it will be sufficient to show that any generic instance of problem (P)
in the class C/Z/NI/NI with parameters st=s, ht=0, vt, Ct, and dt, t=l,2,...,T,
can be reduced to a problem of the form (P'). That is, we show that we can
define parameters v' and h' of an instance of C/C/ND/NI, with setup costs s,t
capacities Ct , and demands dt, that satisfies (4.2). Let vt = vt. Then, we
wish to show that the system with unkowns h' and vt, t=1,2,...
Vt = V' + (T-t+l)h' t=1,2,...,Tt
V < v t,2,... ,T-1
t - t+l
(4.3)
h' > 0
v' > 0
1 -
is feasible. For example, take the solution given by:
0 < v' t min {v1, v1-T(vt_lt)} + K (4.4)
t=2, ...,T 
h' (v +K-v')/T, and1 1
v' v - (T-t+l1h'
 _1_11__
,P
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where K is chosen so that the right most expression in (4.4) is positive.
With this choice of v and h' we have an instance in the class C/C/ND/NI
that is equivalent to the instance of problem (P) in C/Z/NI/NI.
Multiple Items with Independent Setups
The multiple items capacitated lot size problem with independent setups
is written as follows
N T
(PMI) min ZE [s it6(Xit) + Pit(Xit) + hit(Iit)]
i=l t=l
s.t. I + X Iit dit il,...,N; t-1l,...,Tit-l it it it
N
izX it < C t tl,.T
if Xit > i,
(Xit) = otherwise tl,9.. ,T
Iit, Xit 0 i1l,. N; tl, ... T.
It is convenient to extend the notation a/B/y/6 to l/a/B/y/6, 2/a/B/y/6,
N/al//y/6 for problems (PMI) with one, two, or a variable number of items.
The assumptions made in section one are assumed to hold for each item and
parameters in (PMI). For example, the symbol 2/G/Z/ND/NI indicates the class
of problems, with two items, where the setup costs of the items do not neces-
sarily follow a prespecified pattern; the holding and production unit costs
of both items are respectively equal to zero and non-decreasing, and the a'pa-
cities are non-increasing over time.
In section twowe presented four families of problems (P) that can be
solved by polynomial time algorithms. However, as the next two propositions
show, the corresponding classes in (PMI) are NP-hard.
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Proposition 4.2: The following classes of problems (PMI) are NP-hard
a) 2/C/Z/Z/ND
b) 2/C/Z/Z/NI
Proof: Consider the partition problem: "Given {At}tl find S C {1,2,...,T}
such__ t thl A
such that E At At". This problem is NP-Complete [4]. We
tes ts{1,...,T}-S
prove the proposition by showing that the classes in a) and b) above
are at least as hard to solve as the Partition Problem.
Assume that {At}twl is a non-decreasing sequence of positive integer
numbers. Consider the following instance of the class 2/C/Z/Z/ND with two
items and parameters:
dlt = d2t ' t=l,2,...,T-1;
T
lT d2T 2 tt-l
Slt s2t - t1,2,... ,T;
V t v2t 0 t'l,2,...,T;
h -h -ot=,2...,T;lt V2th - h t O' °t',2, ... ,T;
and Ct At t=l,2, ... ,T.
T
Since the (PMI) problem constructed has dlT + d2T t- Ct, the available
t-l
capacity Ct in every period will have to be used. Hence, its optimal value
is not smaller than T and will be equal to T if and only if the sequence
C i T{Ct}Tl or equivalently {A t=t , can be partitioned such that
C Ct - 1 
tes te{l,...,T}--S t t
that is, if and only if the partition problem has solution. Consequently
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the class 2/C/Z/Z/ND is HP-hard. The proof of,case-b) parallels the
one given above and is omitted.
The same proof does not apply to the family 2/NI/G/NI/C since the partition
problem would have allAt's equal. The corresponding result is stated below.
Proposition 4.3: The class 2/C/Z/NI/C of problems (PMI) is NP-hard.
Proof: Consider an instance of 1/C/Z/NI/NI, with parameters sl, vlt, dlt, Ct,
t=l,...,T. This problem is computationally equivalent to a two items problem
with capacities C = C max {Cq}, t=l,...,T, and where item two has
q=1,. . ,T
parameters
s 2 = s1
T T
v2T = Ts1 + ( Z vlt ) dlt
t=l t=l
= (T-t+l)v2T t=,... T-l
d2t - C - Ct t=l, .. ,T.
Because the unit production costs of item two are very high and decreasing, and
the magnitude of the difference between two consecutive periods is also high,
item number two must be produced in every period. Moreover, the optimal schedule
of item one remains unchanged. Therefore, we have shown that t'-e class
1/C/Z/NI/NI can be expanded to a subclass of 2/C/Z/NI/C with equivalent co,;pu-
tational complexity. Hence, the result follows by Proposition 4.1.
In addition to the families in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, the corresponding
classes in problem (PMI), of those presented in Propostion 4.1 for problem (P),
l
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are also NP-hard. These results show that even under simplified cost assump-
tions, frequently made in practice, the capacitated lot size problem with as
little as two items is hard to solve.
The next propositions permit the identification of a few more families
of problems (PMI) that are also NP-hard.
Proposition 4.4: Every class 2/a/B/y/C of problems (PMI), with B $ Z is at
least as hard as the corresponding class a//y/G of problems (P).
Proof: Can be derived using similar arguments as in Proposition 4.3 and by
choosing the second item with unit holding costs such that it will be produced
in every period.
Note that the computational complexity of some classes //ly/G of problems
(P) is still undetermined. Therefore, the computational complexity of the
corresponding classes 2/a//y/C of problems (PMI) cannot be established by
Proposition 4.4. The following proposition provides stronger results.
Corollary 4.1: The class 3/C/C/Z/C of problems (PMI) is NP-hard.
Proof: The proof is similar to the one given in Proposition 4.4. Select an
instance of 2/C/C/Z/G, which is an NP-hard class by Proposition 4.2. Then, define
an instance of the class 3/C/C/Z/C by selecting one item such that in any
optimal solution it must be produced in every period.
We point out that using similar arguments, the same results stated in
Propoistion 4.4 and Corollary 4.1 apply when = Z and y NI,
~~~_ I_~~~~~~~~~_ _    ~    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~I_____·~~~~~~~~~~~~_ - -----
5. CONCLUSIONS AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper we have identified special classes of problem (P) that can
be solved by polynomial time algorithms and casses that are NP-hard. In
section two we provided several properties of the problem considered. In
particular, we have shown for the family NI/G/NI/ND, that if a forecast with
the desired accuracy is not available, the problem can be partitioned at a
cost not higher than the maximum setup cost. Still, for this family we
proved that there is an optimal solution with the property that in every
period where production occurs the demand is larger than the entering
inventory. This property was instrumental in devising an (T4) algorithm.
There are several families of problems that can be classified as solvable
by polynomial algorithms or as NP-hard as a direct consequence of the proposi-
tions obtained in this paper. For example, the families C/G/NI/ND,
NI/G/C/ND, C/Z/ND/NI, and ND/Z/C/NI are polynomial while the families G/Z/Z/G,
ND/ND/ND/NI, G/Z/Z!ND, and NI/Z/G/ND are NP-hard. These results can be
summarized in a network form. For space reasons we only present, in Figure 1,
a few networks for NP-hard families. The origin vertices are families shown
to be NP-hard. The descendent of each vertex is at least as hard as its
predecessors.
It is also not difficult to prove that for the conditions under which
problem (P) is NP-hard, the lot size problem with multiple items and independent
setups is NP-hard. In fact we have shown, in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, that
this last problem is NP-hard in several cases where (P) is polynomial. However,
the same extensions for the conditions where (P) is polynomial, to the problem
with multiple items sharing the same setup, are not obvious and remain to be
explored.
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Figure 1: Some NP-hard families. The letter A for either , y indicates the
union of all cases, that is C/A/G/NI = U {C/S/G/NI}.
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Appendix: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.5
Proof: Let (X ,I ) be an optimal solution of (P) satisfying Propositions 2.1
and 2.4, and let v(P) = vl+v2 where vl and v2 are the costs associated with the
first'T1 and the last (T-T1) periods. Since v(Pl) represents the optimal
value for the first T1 periods it follows that
v(P1) < vl.
We next show that v(P2) < v2 + T +1 by considering three cases:
i) IT = 0. The result is trivial.
i) IT > 0.' In this case I < d by Proposition 2.4. Moreover,T1Tl+l T1 T1+
IT < CT +1. We can obtain a feasible solution for (P2) by following
the same schedule as in (P) for periods T +1 on and schedule production
in the first period after T1 where Xt = 0. Since by assumption the
capacities are nondecreasing we can produce in that period the quantity
IT1. Therefore, v(P2) ~ v2+s for some T >T1 i+. From (P) NI/G/NI/ND
it follows that v(P2) < v2+sT +1
iii) IT > and T+1 0. Let T < T be the last period prior to T +1
where a setup occurred in (X ,I ). Then., by Proposition 2.4 and the
assumption of non-decreasing capacities it follows that
I d <C < CT1 and
IT-1 < dT T = +and
I < *I. I* + C -d < CIT1 IT - 1 + CT CT+ 1
Hence, we can obtain a feasible solution for (P2) by following the same
production as in (X ,I) for periods T+2 on and by producing IT in
period T+1. Therefore,
-23-
.v(P2) < v2 + T+ 
Finally, since to solve (P1) and (P2) is equivalent to impose the
additional constraint IT = 0 to (P) we have that
v(P) < v(Pl) + v(P2).
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